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Hi ,
As discussed, please see attached a final version of our report. If you would like a redacted
version of this report which can be shared with SE, please let me know.
Many thanks

 

 

From:  
Sent: 19 October 2021 10:35
To: 
Cc: 

 RRU@gov.scot; 
Subject: FW: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Morning ,
We’re happy with the attached report and no further comments from ourselves (many
thanks for all your work on this).
Could we have a final version today to share with Mr McKee ahead of Thursday’s meeting?
Happy to discuss further.

From:  
Sent: 14 October 2021 10:17
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
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Deloitte LLP


110 Queen Street


Glasgow


G1 3BX


Tel: 0141 204 2800


www.deloitte.co.uk


19 October 2021


Dear Sirs


Project Claret – Scenario analysis report


We enclose our scenario analysis report (“the report”) on Liberty Steel Dalzell Limited (“the Company”) which has 
been prepared for the sole purpose of assisting and advising The Scottish Government in accordance with our Call Off 
Order dated 9 April 2021 and Call Off Order Extension dated 27 May 2021.


This report is a continuation of our contingency planning work and should be read in conjunction with our previous 
contingency planning reports dated 25 May 2021 and 17 August 2021 (“August 2021 CP Report”).


This report considers, where possible, the potential impact of Coronavirus (COVID-19) on the Company. However, 
the situation is continuing to evolve, and many uncertainties remain as to the effect the COVID-19 crisis will have on 
the Company and the broader domestic and global economies. Accordingly, it is not possible for our Work to identify 
and quantify the impact of all COVID-19 related uncertainties and implications. Changes to market conditions could 
substantially affect the Company and our Work. We have not updated our Work for any subsequent information or 
events.


This report is confidential to the addressees and prepared solely for the purpose(s) set out in our Call Off Order and 
Call Off Order Extension as noted above. You should not refer to or use our name or the report for any other purpose, 
disclose them or refer to them in any prospectus or other document, or make them available or communicate them 
to any other party.  No other party is entitled to rely on our report for any purpose whatsoever and we accept no 
duty of care or liability to any other party who is shown or gains access to this report.


We draw your attention to the scope and basis of our work in Appendix 1.


Yours faithfully 


Deloitte LLP


The Scottish Government


St Andrews House


2 Regent Road


Edinburgh


EH1 3DG
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Our scope of work


As a continuation of contingency planning work in 
respect of LSDL, SG has asked us to set out more 
detailed potential scenarios in the event LSDL was to 
enter an insolvency process, with a focus on 
considerations relating to SG providing an indemnity to 
a private sector IP and the resultant interaction with the 
wind down process (i.e. where a sale of LSDL’s business 
and assets is not achieved).


We understand that SG would require Finance 
Committee approval for the provision of an indemnity, 
and that Accountable Officer consideration and Value 
For Money (“VFM”) would be a key consideration in 
determining whether Finance Committee approval is 
given.


In this report we have set out five outcomes from an 
insolvency process, with two relating to appointment of 
a private sector appointee as administrator (in one of 
these scenarios the administration appointment would 
be converted to a compulsory liquidation on application 
to the Court), and three relating to appointment of the 
OR as liquidator. 


An overview of each scenario is set out below in this key 
messages section of the report, together with a 
comparison of scenario outcomes. 


Private sector IP administration vs. OR liquidation


As stated in our earlier contingency planning work and 
further explained in this report, a private sector IP 
would likely require an indemnity to act as officeholder 
in an insolvency of LSDL, due to: 


• the nature of LSDL’s operations and associated risk 
of incurring significant environmental remediation 
costs as an expense of an insolvency process; and


• The risk that realisations from LSDL’s assets may not 
be sufficient to meet the expenses of an insolvency 
process. 


Whether an indemnity is available to a private sector IP 
will therefore determine whether scenarios 1 and 2 
are potential outcomes from an insolvency process, i.e. 
if provision of an indemnity is not possible, the potential 
outcomes are scenarios 3 to 5, which are OR-led 
liquidation scenarios.  


Indemnity terms and quantum


The purpose of an indemnity is to provide protection to 
an IP in respect of all risks/associated costs which may 
arise in the course of an insolvency, where realisations 
are not available to meet such costs.  


This is separate to any working capital funding which 
may be provided, which we would anticipate to be 
restricted in use to meet direct operational costs only, 
for any period of trading / mothball whilst a sale of 
business is explored.


Legal advice is required to determine the liabilities to be 
covered by an indemnity but examples of liabilities 
which may require to be included are given in the notes 
to the comparison of scenario outcomes section of this 
report. With the approval of SG, we have instructed 
Addleshaw Goddard LLP (“AG”) to provide legal advice 
in this regard.


Environmental remediation costs is a particular area of 
risk for an IP in the case of LDSL. To formally surrender 
Dalzell’s SEPA permits, an IP would likely be required to 
complete environmental remediation works to SEPA’s 
satisfaction (as well as incur compliance costs of 
adhering to SEPA requirements prior to surrender of the 
permits).  


As set out in our previous contingency planning reports, 
an environmental assessment was undertaken for the 
Dalzell site in 2016, however this review was performed 
on a desktop basis only, and is now significantly out of 
date.


Engagement with SEPA and onsite investigations at the 
Dalzell site would be necessary to understand the scale 
and cost of works required. 


Key messages


Key messages


In this report we have 
set out five potential 
scenarios in the event 
LSDL was to enter an 
insolvency process, two 
relating to appointment 
of a private sector 
insolvency practitioner, 
and three relating to 
appointment of the OR 
as liquidator


Whilst legal advice is 
ongoing, it is currently 
expected that a private 
sector IP would require 
an indemnity to take an 
appointment over LSDL.  
Quantifying this 
indemnity is challenging 
in the absence of, inter 
alia, expert 
environmental reports.  
However, using a 
liquidator’s powers to 
disclaim onerous 
property may mitigate 
potential calls on any 
indemnity
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VFM considerations


Whether provision of an indemnity represents VFM could 
be impacted by multiple factors.  Although we have not 
been asked to opine on this matter, considerations may 
include:


• the extent to which SG currently has direct financial 
exposure in respect of LSDL’s environmental 
liabilities;


• the likelihood of an administrator achieving a sale (as 
set out in earlier reports, we consider that, at 
present, there is a reasonable prospect of achieving 
a sale from administration);


• the weighting applied to the possibility of securing 
continued employment and trade at the Dalzell site;


• whether SG can obtain sufficient comfort from a legal 
point of view – in advance of insolvency - that in a 
liquidation of LSDL following administration a 
liquidator could disclaim the Dalzell lease and PPC 
permit, limiting a private sector IP’s potential call 
under an indemnity; 


• the likelihood of an IP (or SEPA) successfully 
pursuing Tata for a contribution to environmental 
remediation costs if SG is not able to obtain the 
comfort referred to above; 


• alternative insolvency scenarios and the potential 
outcome from these (i.e. scenarios 3, 4 and 5);


• potentially, dependent on the Finance Committee’s 
remit/scope of considerations, SGs indirect financial 
exposure in respect of LSDL environmental liabilities 
through its funding of SEPA; and


• any other relevant criteria applied by the Finance 
Committee which we do not have full visibility of.


Key messages


Key messages


SG’s VFM decision 
involves weighing up 
several variables, with 
imperfect information in 
respect of probability/ 
quantum of outcomes 
and cost


It is not possible to set out a cost vs. benefit analysis of 
the VFM decision, as costs and benefits which would 
result from providing an indemnity cannot be 
determined in advance of insolvency with any certainty.  


The VFM decision involves weighing up several 
variables, with imperfect information in respect of 
probability/ quantum.


Indemnity terms and quantum (continued)


Potential quantum


As it is not currently possible to quantify the 
environmental risks to an IP, placing caps on the 
indemnity which are justifiable is not presently possible.


We note that legal advice is being sought in relation to 
the requirement for an indemnity, and the categories of 
liability and expenses which ought to be within the 
scope of indemnity.


Nevertheless, the risk to the IP and the potential for a 
call under the indemnity in respect of environmental 
remediation costs may be capable of mitigation by 
converting an administration process to a compulsory 
liquidation and disclaiming the Dalzell lease and SEPA 
permits if a sale process did not achieve a sale, as 
explained in our conclusion below.


SG differentiates between costs automatically falling to 
the public purse, and actively participating in a situation 
(e.g. via indemnification). Therefore, whilst SEPA is 
ultimately funded by SG, these costs have been treated 
as separate for the purposes of our report.
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Key messages


Key messages


The ability of a liquidator 
of an English registered 
company to disclaim 
onerous property is clear 
in terms of the 
Insolvency Act


However, whilst this 
does not appear to have 
been challenged in 
Scotland, it is untested 
from a legal perspective


There is, therefore, a 
risk that SEPA instigates 
legal action in respect of 
the disclaimer of LSDL’s 
permits


Disclaiming onerous property


Whilst disclaiming onerous property is unusual in 
respect of property located in Scotland (as a liquidator 
of a Scottish registered company does not have the 
ability to disclaim), we are aware of at least one 
instance of an OR disclaiming land and associated SEPA 
permits (Tarbolton Landfill Limited – formerly in 
liquidation (“Tarbolton”)). The effect of disclaiming 
Dalzell lease and SEPA permits would be that the lease 
and permit would be ownerless at the point of LSDL’s 
dissolution. 


We understand that in this situation environmental 
remediation costs could fall to SEPA, to the extent SEPA 
determines that remediation is required to ensure there 
is no risk to public health. 


In this event, SEPA could seek to recover costs from 
previous operators of the site.


However, in the case of Tarbolton referred to above, 
SEPA has not formally recognised that Tarbolton’s 
permits have been disclaimed, but has also not sought 
to challenge the OR’s disclaiming of the permit since 
2018, or pursue the OR / Tarbolton for the cost of 
remediation work being undertaken at the landfill site.


Implications for an LSDL insolvency


There is a risk that SEPA could challenge a liquidator’s 
disclaimer of onerous property in the case of LSDL.  If 
SEPA was minded to, it may seek to set a precedent in 
Scotland whereby s178 of the Insolvency Act could not 
be exercised in respect of property located Scotland.


The likelihood of SEPA pursuing such a challenge and its 
likelihood of success is unknown. Funding for defence of 
a challenge brought by SEPA would need to be captured 
by the IP’s indemnity. It may be helpful to obtain 
Counsel’s opinion on this point, to have a more 
complete understanding of the risk to the IP / the 
potential for a call on the indemnity in respect of 
environmental remediation costs. 


Nevertheless, the ability of an IP to disclaim onerous 
property is clear in terms of the Insolvency Act and 
were SEPA to seek to treat LSDL as a test case to 
challenge this, it would likely need to do so on non-
commercial grounds, due to:


• in a wind down, realisations from LSDL’s assets are 
highly unlikely to be sufficient to meet the cost of 
environmental remediation; 


• the existence of an indemnity would not ordinarily be 
disclosed to SEPA/other stakeholders; and


• the environmental damage/impact on the general 
public which would result from the Dalzell site being 
disclaimed is potentially not as significant as in the 
case of Tarbolton, which involved a landfill site, the 
disclaiming of which was not challenged by SEPA as 
noted above.


Legal advice is being sought from AG to consider the 
risk of challenge to an IP’s disclaimer of onerous 
property in the case of LSDL.
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Scenarios 1 and 2


Scenarios 1 and 2 are private sector IP-led scenarios 
which are possible if an indemnity is available to an IP.


Scenario 1


A sale of business and assets from administration, 
would be expected to deliver the best outcome for 
LSDL’s creditors and would secure continued trade and 
employment at the Dalzell site. 


As detailed in our August 2021 CP Report, an IP would 
require a working capital facility to pursue this strategy, 
with the funding required to facilitate an initial three 
week marketing process estimated to be in the range of 
£0.6m - £1.0m. 


Scenario 2


If a sale could not be achieved, an administrator could 
apply to Court to convert the insolvency process to 
compulsory liquidation and be appointed as liquidator. 


A liquidator of an England & Wales registered company 
(which LSDL is), has the ability to disclaim onerous 
property under s178 of the Insolvency Act (see previous 
page). A private sector liquidator could therefore 
disclaim LSDL’s Dalzell lease and SEPA permits, albeit 
this may be challenged by SEPA through a legal 
process.


Key messages


Key messages


If a sale from 
administration is not 
possible, an 
administrator could 
apply to Court to be 
appointed liquidator of 
LSDL. A liquidator could 
disclaim LSDL’s Dalzell 
lease and SEPA permits, 
albeit the latter has a 
risk of legal challenge


An immediate wind 
down is the usual 
strategy pursued by an 
OR and is potentially the 
most likely outcome of 
an OR-led process


Scenarios 3 and 4 in this 
report are potentially 
unlikely but have been 
presented for 
completeness


If a sale cannot be achieved, using the ability to disclaim 
onerous property available under the Insolvency Act is 
the logical course of action for an IP; an IP being duty-
bound to act in the interests of creditors, which in 
practice means seeking to maximise realisations from 
assets and to avoid incurring unnecessary costs.


As SEPA’s funder, remediation costs in respect of 
disclaimed LSDL property may ultimately fall to SG.


Therefore, SG’s consideration of the risk that 
environmental remediation costs would need to be met 
by way of a call on an indemnity provided to an IP 
should be viewed in this context.


Scenarios 3 and 4


Scenarios 3 and 4 set out in this report are included 
for completeness but are potentially unlikely outcomes 
from an insolvency process.


Scenarios 3 and 4, which involve an OR pursuing a 
sale of business, would require the OR to overcome 
complex, potentially costly, legal issues to continue 
employment contracts in liquidation. The OR may be 
unlikely to opt for this strategy for LSDL in the context 
of insolvency of the wider GFG group.


Scenario 5


Scenario 5 is the usual insolvency strategy pursued by 
an OR and is potentially the most likely outcome of an 
OR-led process.


In scenario 5, immediate wind down in an OR-led 
liquidation, there may be a small return to SE and 
unsecured creditors but trading would cease and all 
employees would be made redundant on liquidation.


The OR would disclaim LSDL’s Dalzell lease and SEPA 
permits, in the same way as an IP would in scenario 2.


Conclusion


Provision of an indemnity and funding to an IP would 
ensure a sale of business strategy was pursued, in 
contrast to SG adopting a passive strategy and an OR 
leading a liquidation process.


A sale would be expected to deliver the best outcome 
for LSDL’s creditors and, if achieved could secure 
ongoing trade and employment.


If a sale cannot be achieved, the risk to the IP (and SG 
as indemnity provider) may be partially mitigated 
through the IP disclaiming the Dalzell land and PPC 
permit, albeit this may be challenged by SEPA.
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Key messages


Potential insolvency 
scenarios


A private sector IP 
would require an 
indemnity to take an 
appointment over LSDL


If an indemnity is not 
available, then the 
Official Receiver would 
act as insolvency office 
holder


An overview of 
illustrative insolvency 
scenarios and indicative 
financial implications for 
SG and SE arising from 
additional exposure in 
an insolvency scenario is 
given on the following 
pages


Is a suitable indemnity  


available from SG/SE?


Does prospective IP consider 


there to be merit in running a 


sales process?


SE to pursue private sector     


IP route
Pursue OR appointment route


Does OR consider there to      


be merit in pursuing a sale 


strategy?


Is funding available to      


support a sales process?


Is funding available to    


support a sales process?


Sale achieved?


Sale achieved?


Sale of business 


and assets from 


administration


Wind down in 


liquidation after 


period of trading/ 


mothball


Sale of business 


and assets out of 


liquidation


Wind down in 


liquidation after 


period of trading/ 


mothball


Immediate wind 


down in 


liquidation


Administrator appointed


IP pursues sale of business in 


administration whilst trading/ 


mothballing the business for an 


initial period of c. three weeks


OR appointed


OR pursues sale of business    


in liquidation whilst trading/ 


mothballing the business, with 


support of Special Manager


1 2 3 4 5


Y N


Y


N


Y


N


Y N


Y


N


Y


N


Y N


Decision outcome


Decision point


KEY


Scenario outcome


SG decision


IP/OR decision


SE decision


Potentially unlikely 
scenarios, 
particularly if LDSL 
is part of a wider UK 
GFG OR appointment
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N
o


te
s 1. Sale of 


business and 
assets


2. Wind down in 
liquidation


3. Sale of 
business and 
assets


4. Wind down 
after failed 
sale


5. Immediate 
wind down


Indemnity 
required


1 Yes Yes No No No


Funding 
agreement 
required in 
advance


2 Yes Yes No No No


SG/SE input 
to strategy


3 Higher Higher Low Low Low


Continued 
trade and 
employment


4 Yes No Yes No No


Environ. 
Liabilities 
crystallise


5 No Yes No Yes Yes


Financial 
implications


o W/cap 
facility


6 • Repayment 
expected


• Repayment 
possible, subject 
to IP’s access to 
debtors


N/A


o Call on 
indemnity 
– environ. 
costs


7 • Not expected • Possible – if 
disclaimer 
successfully 
challenged


o Call on 
indemnity 
– other


8 • Possible –
unforeseen 
liabilities or 
costs


• Possible –
unforeseen 
liabilities or 
costs


o SG other 
potential 
costs


9


N/A


• Potential SEPA 
funding 
requirement


• OR may 
request 
funding for 
sale process / 
contribution to 
costs


• OR may request 
funding for sale 
process / costs


• Potential SEPA 
funding 
requirement


• Potential SEPA 
funding 
requirement


Key messages


Comparison of 
scenario outcomes


The table opposite 
summarises the key 
features of each 
illustrative insolvency 
scenario and gives an 
indication of the 
potential financial 
implications for SG (or 
SE), focussed on 
additional exposure for 
SG and SE in the 
scenarios


It is not possible to 
quantify the potential 
call under an indemnity 
provided to an IP at this 
stage


LowMediumHigh KEY: Indicative potential risk/cost to SE/SG


Administration – IP Liquidation – OR
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 1


Scenario 1, a sale of 
business and assets 
from administration, 
would achieve the best 
financial outcome for all 
creditors, including SE


We consider that, at 
present, there is a 
reasonable prospect of 
achieving a sale from 
administration


Sale of 


business and 


assets from 


administration


1


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


Financial outcome for creditors


• Our EOS analysis set out in our August 2021 CP Report indicates that achieving a sale 


of business and assets would achieve the best financial outcome for all creditors, 


including SE. We would expect SE to recover a higher level of its secured debt 


compared with other scenarios, and that unsecured creditors would benefit from the 


maximum level of prescribed part (£600k).


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity


• We anticipate that working capital funding could be repaid in full from realisations.


• Subject to matters arising during the course of the insolvency, we consider the risk of a 


call under the indemnity to be lower in this scenario, as the business would only trade 


under the control of the IP for a short period whilst a sale was pursued and then 


executed, and environmental liabilities (being the most significant known risk/potential 


cost covered by the indemnity) would not crystalise due to continued operation of the 


site under new ownership. A new operator (purchaser) would require LSDL’s SEPA 


permits to be transferred, removing LSDL from any ongoing responsibility for 


compliance. 


Feasibility / key issues


• An IP has a duty to act in the interests of creditors, and therefore needs to be 


comfortable that conducting a sales process has a reasonable prospect of improving 


recoveries for creditors. 


• In practice, the prospective IP will form a view as to the merit of conducting a sales 


process immediately prior to the appointment as administrator and ahead of formally 


drawing any available funding.


• The pool of potential buyers is likely to be limited, given that any purchaser would 


likely require to have significant capital to invest in the business, or have a strategic 


(e.g. supply chain) interest. 


• However, as set out in earlier reports, we consider that, at present, there is a 


reasonable prospect of achieving a sale from administration.  We do not consider that 


the current challenges facing the steel sector have a material impact on our rationale 


to support an IP pursuing a sales process in administration.  As previously advised, 


market conditions would be assessed immediately prior to any appointment to 


determine whether a sale is still considered achievable.  
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 2


In the event that a sale 
of business cannot be 
achieved, an 
administrator could 
convert the 
administration to a 
compulsory liquidation. 
This would allow LSDL’s 
property lease and PPC 
permit to be disclaimed


This may avoid a call on 
the indemnity to fund 
environmental 
remediation costs, but 
there is a risk that SEPA 
could challenge the 
disclaiming of onerous 
property and seek to set 
a precedent to limit a 
liquidator’s ability to 
disclaim in respect of 
property located in 
Scotland


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


2


Financial outcome for creditors


• If it is not possible to achieve a sale, an administrator could apply to Court to convert 


the insolvency process to compulsory liquidation, and exercise the ability to disclaim 


LSDL’s Dalzell lease and SEPA permits in terms of s178 of the Insolvency Act.


• In this scenario, the return to creditors would likely be minimal or nil, as expenses of 


the insolvency process would likely exceed expected realisations from assets.


• We would expect realisations from assets to be lower in a wind down scenario 


compared with achieving a sale, in particular due to lower recoveries from trade 


receivables in a wind down, as explained in our August 2021 CP Report.


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity


• Our latest EOS analysis indicates that it is possible that the working capital facility 


could be repaid in full from asset realisations.  However this is dependent upon the IP’s 


ability to access LSDL debtors as part of the insolvency estate. As set out in our 


previous reports, customer invoices are raised by Liberty Steel Distribution Limited, 


and not directly by LSDL.  Although Liberty Steel Distribution Limited conducts no other 


trade and its bank account is largely controlled by LSDL, there remains a risk that 


these debtor balances are not available to an IP.   


• The terms of the funding agreement would specify that funding provided would be 


repaid to the funder as an expense of administration (i.e. from asset realisations, 


ahead of any distributions to creditors).


• A liquidator of an England & Wales registered company (which LSDL is), has the ability 


to disclaim onerous property under s178 of the Insolvency Act. A liquidator could 


therefore disclaim LSDL’s Dalzell lease and SEPA permits. The effect of this would be 


that the lease and permit would be ownerless (or bona vacantia).


• We understand that in this situation environmental remediation costs would fall to 


SEPA, to the extent SEPA determines that remediation is required to ensure there is no 


risk to public health. 


• Therefore in this scenario we would expect SG’s potential liability in connection with 


environmental remediation costs to be substantially mitigated by the liquidator 


disclaiming the Dalzell land and PPC permit, but as SEPA’s funder SG may be required 


to meet the costs of remediation outwith the insolvency process. 


• There is a possibility that SEPA could challenge the disclaiming of onerous property and 


seek to set a precedent to limit a liquidator’s ability to disclaim in respect of property 


located in Scotland. 


Wind down in 


liquidation 


after period of 


trading/ 


mothball
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 2 
(continued)


In the event of a 
challenge from SEPA in 
scenario 2, 
environmental 
remediation costs would 
either be met by SEPA 
(presumably funded by 
SG if the challenge was 
unsuccessful); or SG by 
way of a call on the 
indemnity (if SEPA’s 
challenge was 
successful)


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


2


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity (continued)


• As highlighted in the key messages section, we are aware of at least one instance of an 


OR disclaiming land and an associated SEPA permit, which has not been challenged by 


SEPA (Tarbolton). For the reasons explained in the key messages section there is a risk  


that SEPA would seek to treat LSDL as a test case to challenge the application of s178 


of the Insolvency Act in Scotland, therefore an indemnity would need to cover the cost 


of defending a challenge brought by SEPA (should estate funds not be available to 


meet the costs).


• A liquidator’s ability to disclaim the LSDL lease and SEPA permits reduces the exposure 


for the IP/indemnity provider. Dependent on the level of realisations from LSDL assets, 


and the extent to which any currently unforeseen liabilities come to light in the course 


of the insolvency, it may be necessary for the IP to call on the indemnity to meet costs, 


to the extent costs cannot be met from funds in the insolvency estate. 


• The likelihood of a call on the indemnity is higher in this scenario compared with 


scenario 1, due to the expected lower level of realisations in a wind down.


Feasibility/key issues


• The ability of an IP to disclaim onerous property is clear in terms of the Insolvency Act. 


However, as noted above there is a risk that SEPA could challenge a liquidator’s ability 


to disclaim on the basis that s178 of the Insolvency Act is specific to a liquidator of an 


England & Wales registered company and should not apply to property in Scotland. 


• The likelihood of SEPA pursuing such a challenge and its likelihood of success is 


unknown. Such a challenge would be expected to be costly for an IP to defend in terms 


of the legal fees involved, the costs of which would need to be met through a call on 


the indemnity if estate funds were not sufficient. 


• In the event of a challenge from SEPA environmental remediation costs (to the extent 


necessary) would either be met by:


− SEPA funded by SG (if SEPA’s challenge was unsuccessful), i.e. consistent with the 
expected outcome absent a challenge from SEPA; or 


− SG by way of a call on the indemnity (if SEPA’s challenge was successful), which 
would be further to SG funding an IP’s defence of SEPA’s challenge, and associated 
holdings costs during this period.


• If SG had a strategic rationale to opt to meet the cost of environmental remediation 


works by way of funding advanced to an IP under the indemnity this would be possible. 


In this situation the IP would need to disclose to creditors that environmental costs 


would be met by way of third party funding, to ensure that creditors are aware that 


undertaking remediation works is not detrimental to the outcome for creditors, i.e. that 


the cost of works is not depleting funds available to creditors.


Wind down in 


liquidation 


after period of 


trading/ 


mothball


(continued)
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 3


Scenarios 3 and 4 are 
possible outcomes from 
an OR insolvency 
process, but should be 
viewed in the context of 
the risk that the OR may 
decide not to pursue a 
sale strategy


As employee contracts 
would ordinarily 
terminate automatically 
on appointment of the 
OR/LSDL entering 
liquidation, it may be 
challenging for the OR to 
hold the business 
together to completion 
of a sale


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


Sale of 


business and 


assets out of 


liquidation


3


Financial outcome for creditors


• The financial outcome for creditors from scenario 3 could be broadly comparable to 


scenario 1, assuming that:


− the OR is able to overcome complex legal issues in respect of employee contracts 
(which would ordinarily automatically terminate on liquidation) and secure the 
required employee support to hold the business together and market it for sale; and


− the OR conducts a robust sale of business process equivalent to a process which 
would be run by a private sector IP, including proactively contacting known 
potential interested parties, likely to have the appetite and capability to complete a 
purchase from administration in a short timescale.


• We would expect the financial return to creditors to be lower than scenario 1, as whilst 


there have been instances where employment contracts have continued in liquidation 


with the agreement of employees (e.g. Carillion, British Steel) this is a very complex 


and relatively untested area of employment law. The OR would require significant legal 


input from specialist employment lawyers to assist with both waiving the automatic 


termination of employment on liquidation and effecting a transfer of contracts to the 


purchaser, which would increase legal fees compared with scenario 1.


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity


• Whilst no indemnity is required in this scenario, SG may be asked to provide a financial 


contribution to a sales process and/or other costs incurred by the OR.


Feasibility / key issues


• As noted in earlier reports, if LDSL is part of a wider UK GFG OR appointment, given 


LSDL’s small scale relative to the wider GFG business, there is a risk that LSDL may be 


considered less of a priority by an OR and may be simply closed (meaning scenario 5 


may be a more likely outcome in an OR appointment).


• If a compulsory liquidation insolvency appeared to be the most likely outcome, 


consideration should be taken as to the appropriate time for SG to approach the OR to 


discuss LSDL in advance of any appointment. 


• There is a risk in an OR appointment that, either due to legal issues, or lack of support 


from employees, that some / all employment contracts may terminate upon insolvency. 


This complexity, and uncertainty for potential purchasers, could adversely impact the 


value of the business and / or impact the level of interest from potential buyers.


Scenarios 3 and 4 are potentially unlikely scenarios (see feasibility section below). 
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 4


In an OR-led liquidation, 
the OR, like a private 
sector liquidator in 
scenario 2, has the 
ability to disclaim the 
Dalzell property lease 
and PPC permit


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


Wind down in 


liquidation 


after period of 


trading/ 


mothball


4


Financial outcome for creditors


• If the OR pursued but did not achieve a sale from liquidation, the return to creditors 


would likely be negligible (or nil), as liquidation expenses would extinguish or 


potentially exceed expected realisations from assets.


• As noted in the scenario 2 overview, we would expect realisations from assets to be 


lower in a wind down scenario compared with achieving a sale, in particular due to 


lower recoveries from trade receivables in a wind down. 


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity


• Whilst there would be no SG indemnity in this scenario, there is a risk that the UK 


Government may seek a financial contribution from SG towards the costs of 


insolvency, to the extent that these cannot be met from asset realisations.


Feasibility / key issues


• As noted in earlier reports, pursuing a sales strategy in insolvency would require the 


OR to overcome complex, potentially costly, legal issues to continue employment 


contracts in liquidation. The OR may be unlikely to opt for this strategy for LSDL in the 


context of insolvency of the wider GFG group.


The OR’s ability to disclaim onerous property


• The risk of a SEPA challenge to a liquidator’s ability to disclaim onerous property 


located in Scotland noted in key messages and in scenario 2 also applies to an OR-led 


liquidation. 


• The key difference in an OR-led liquidation is that the OR would benefit from a UK 


Government indemnity.


• In the event that the OR cannot disclaim the SEPA permits and is required to 


remediate the land at Dalzell, the cost would be expected to be covered by the UK 


Government’s indemnity to the OR (which is a largely standard form of indemnity 


provided to the OR for all insolvency appointments).


• However, to the extent that asset realisations are not sufficient, the UK Government 


could approach SG for a financial contribution to the remediation costs.


Scenarios 3 and 4 are potentially unlikely scenarios (see feasibility section below). 
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Overview of 
scenario outcomes


Scenario 5


Based upon our 
experience, scenario 5 is 
the usual strategy 
adopted by an OR, and 
therefore potentially 
most likely outcome for 
LSDL in an OR 
appointment scenario


Scenario outcome Scenario overview


Immediate 


wind down in 


liquidation


5


Financial outcome for creditors


• Our EOS analysis set out in our August 2021 CP Report indicates that scenario 5 may 


achieve a small return to SE and unsecured creditors.


Outcome for working capital facility and indemnity


• No indemnity, or provision of funding at the outset of the insolvency, is required in 


this scenario.


Feasibility / key issues


• This scenario is potentially the most likely outcome of an OR process given that an 


OR’s view of the merit in pursuing a sale is likely to be impacted by:


− the small scale of LDSL relative to the wider GFG business; and


− the challenges an OR would need to overcome to achieve a sale of business, as set 
out in the scenario 3 overview.


• The scenario 4 points above in respect of an OR’s ability to disclaim onerous 


property (i.e. the Dalzell lease and PPC permit), and the risk of a SEPA challenge to 


the ability to disclaim also apply in this scenario.
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Key features of 
insolvency scenarios


The purpose of an 
indemnity is to provide 
protection to an IP in 
respect of all risks/ 
associated costs which 
may arise in the course 
of an insolvency that 
cannot be met from 
estate funds


Potential environmental 
liabilities is an area of 
particular risk for an IP 
in relation to LSDL, 
albeit the uncertainty 
over asset realisations 
mean other costs may 
also require to be 
incurred for which there 
is no funding in the 
estate  


1.


Indemnity 
requirement


Rationale for indemnity requirement


• An indemnity would be intended to indemnify an IP in respect of all risks/associated costs 
which may arise in the course of an insolvency appointment which it is not possible to meet 
from asset realisations (i.e. cash received into the estate is insufficient to meet the costs 
incurred during the administration). 


• In the case of LSDL, the nature of LDSL’s assets and the potentially limited pool of buyers in 
the steel market (for either the business on a going concern basis or its assets on a piecemeal 
basis in a wind down) means asset realisations could be lower than expenses of an insolvency 
process, and may be lower than indicated in the EOS in our August 2021 CP Report.


• Furthermore, a Private Sector IP can be found personally and criminally liable in respect of 
certain environmental and H&S obligations.


• Given the nature of LDSL’s operations, potential environmental liabilities is an area of particular 
risk for an IP and it is not possible to quantify potential remediation costs without instructing 
environmental specialists to undertake extensive investigations onsite at LDSL.


Nature of liabilities covered


• Legal advice is required to determine the liabilities to be covered by an indemnity, and AG has 
been instructed to consider this. Whilst this legal advice has not yet been received, we consider 
that the nature of liabilities requiring an indemnity may include:


− personal liability to the IP(s);


− environmental liabilities;


− litigation funding to defend any potential challenge by SEPA of the disclaimer of the LSDL 
PPC permit in a wind down scenario;


− health and safety liabilities;


− employee claims;


− any legal or regulatory matters that an administrator needs to comply with;


− shut down costs for decommissioning the sites in the event that a buyer is not found;


− holding costs, such as insurance and security, if the site closes and the administrators retain 
control of the site for a prolonged period of time whilst SEPA permits and licences are 
surrendered and other matters are concluded; and


− any litigation raised against the administrators (applying the carve out of any negligence on 
the part of the administrators).
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Key features of 
insolvency scenarios


It is not possible to 
quantify potential 
environmental  
remediation costs in the 
absence of engagement 
with SEPA and onsite 
investigations at the  
Dalzell land


1.


Indemnity 
requirement 
(continued)


Potential call on an indemnity – quantum


• In the absence of sufficient information to enable an indemnity to be quantified, capping an 
indemnity is not appropriate as this would limit the risk covered by the indemnity – i.e. the 
indemnity would not serve the purpose it is intended for.  On the information currently 
available, the basis of a cap is unclear.  In any event, an indemnity does not provide an IP with 
the ability to incur costs without justification – an IP would have a duty to mitigate costs.


• Considering currently known risks, environmental remediation costs presents the most 
significant potential risk/cost to a potential IP. Whilst an environmental assessment was carried 
out by Atkins in 2016, this was only performed on a desktop basis and is now significantly out 
of date.


• An IP would likely disclaim the Dalzell lease and SEPA permits in a wind down scenario, which, 
if not challenged by SEPA, would avoid any call on the indemnity in respect of environmental 
remediation costs. 


• However, based on the only comparable situation we have found (Tarbolton Landfill), it appears 
unlikely that SEPA would accept or formally acknowledge the disclaimer.  As such, there is a 
risk that SEPA could apply to Court to contest the disclaimer and require the IP to follow the 
surrender process for SEPA permits.


• As such, the risk of environmental remediation costs would not fall away upon the notice of 
disclaimer.


• The first step in quantifying this risk would be to engage with SEPA to discuss and agree:


− what information is required to support applications to surrender LDSL’s PPC permits; and 


− what testing and reporting would be required in order to satisfy SEPA on the matters that 
are to be included in closure reports and completion reports.


• Environmental consultants would need to be engaged to compile the technical papers and 
undertake any testing/sampling and remediation works. 


• A prospective IP has no capacity to open dialogue with SEPA or instruct environmental 
consultants to undertake onsite assessments on the Dalzell land. Once appointed however, an 
IP would progress these matters as agent of LDSL.  Nonetheless, early engagement with SEPA 
is being explored at present (albeit may not be appropriate in light of the disclaimer option).  


• In the absence of a current and extensive environmental assessment of the Dalzell land and 
without knowledge of SEPA’s requirements for remediation before it would accept surrender of 
permits and licences, it is not possible to estimate the potential costs arising from 
environmental liabilities for an IP.  Therefore, as this is a key element of the risk to the IP 
which would require to be covered by an indemnity, it is not possible to quantify the potential 
call by an IP under an indemnity. 


• An indemnity is required to cover off risks an IP would be exposed to as appointee. IPs work 
within stringent legal and regulatory framework, and have a legal duty to act in the best 
interests of creditors. In practice this requires an IP to both maximise realisations from assets 
and control costs. The existence of an indemnity does not impact these duties. 
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Key features of 
insolvency scenarios


Whilst the indemnity 
cannot be capped in 
terms of quantum or 
duration, in practical 
terms the risk exposure 
under the indemnity 
would decrease across 
the insolvency


1.


Indemnity 
requirement 
(continued)


Risk profile of indemnity


• Whilst, based upon information currently available, the indemnity cannot be capped in terms of 
quantum or time limited, in practical terms the risk exposure would decrease across the 
duration of the insolvency. Key milestones being:


− The practical risk of new health and safety liabilities or further trading losses being incurred 
would fall away upon either completion of a sale, or cessation of trading;


− In any scenario where discussions were held between the IP, SG and SEPA and it was 
informally agreed that no challenge would be made by SEPA in respect of a disclaimer of the 
SEPA permits, the practical risk of any call under the indemnity in respect of environmental 
remediation costs would be significantly reduced; and


− Upon the IP’s vacation of office, it is assumed that the indemnity would terminate. This is 
subject to legal advice regarding any potential risk for the IP if SEPA were to attempt to 
reinstate LSDL / pursue the IP post-dissolution for environmental remediation costs.


• We note that legal advice is being sought from AG to further consider the requirement for an 
indemnity and nature of liabilities and expenses which should be within the scope of indemnity.
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Key features of 
insolvency scenarios


We would anticipate that 
any working capital 
facility would be 
restricted in use for only 
direct operational costs 
of trading/mothballing 
the business


Any working capital 
facility would be repaid 
as an expense of the 
administration (from 
asset realisations)


To the extent other 
liabilities (i.e. non-
trading), could not be 
met from funds in the 
insolvency estate there 
would be a call on the 
indemnity


2.


Funding 
agreement 
requirement


Purpose of funding agreement


• It is assumed that LDSL would not hold sufficient cash at the date of an IP’s appointment to 
meet the costs of mothballing or trading the business at a loss.


• A funding agreement would provide an IP with access to sufficient working capital to avoid 
immediate closure of the business, and mothball or trade the business whilst a sale is explored.


• A sale of the business is expected to result in enhanced realisations for creditors, net of costs 
of mothballing or trading the business at a loss whilst a sale is achieved.


Nature of funding agreement


• Funding would likely be provided by way of a working capital facility, which an IP could draw 
against as needed to facilitate a mothball/trading period.


• Previous advice indicates that funding provided under this agreement could be MEOP compliant 
provided there is appropriate commercial rationale, therefore not falling within the subsidy 
control regime.


• We would expect there to be sufficient commercial rationale to justify a commercial lender 
providing funding to pursue a sales strategy, provided that an IP considers there to be a 
reasonable prospect that a sale can be achieved and that this is continually reviewed.


Interaction between funding agreement and indemnity


• Legal advice would be required to assist in drafting the terms of a funding agreement and the 
specifics of costs which could be met from working capital funding; however we would 
anticipate that the facility would be restricted to direct operational costs only, and not general 
costs of the insolvency. These costs are currently estimated to be in the range of £0.6m -
£1.0m for an initial three week marketing process, with additional costs of £0.1m - £0.3m each 
week thereafter. 


• Subject to legal advice and documented terms of the funding agreement, we would anticipate 
that any funds utilised under the agreement would be repaid from asset realisations as 
expenses of the administration and any distributions to creditors at the date of appointment.


• An indemnity would be called upon in the event that an administrator was required to meet 
liabilities, over and above costs incurred in trading/mothballing the business, which it was not 
possible to meet from asset realisations, net of costs of realisations and costs of the insolvency 
process (e.g. legal fees, insurance, holding costs etc).


3.


SG/SE input 
to strategy


• In a private sector appointment, the IP is responsible for setting the strategy for the 


insolvency, but SG/SE have the ability to influence a sale strategy by extending funding for a 


trading or mothball process.


• However in an OR appointment we would consider it likely that the appointment could be part 


of a wider GFG UK OR process. Given LSDL’s small scale relative to the wider GFG business; 


the expected need for funding to allow time to run a sale process; and complexities associated 


with an OR continuing employment contacts in liquidation whilst a sale of business is pursued 


through to transfer of employee contracts to a purchaser; there is a risk that LSDL may simply 


be immediately wound down were the OR appointed. 
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Key features of 
insolvency scenarios


A sale of the business 
would avoid the 
crystallisation of 
environmental liabilities, 
however there is a risk 
that a purchaser may not 
acquire the business 
without an indemnity in 
respect of historical 
environmental liabilities


4. 


Continued 
trade and 
employment 
at LSDL


• A successful sale of LSDL’s business and assets out of administration could result in continuity 
of trade and operations at the Dalzell site. In a scenario where substantially all of LSDL’s 
business and assets is sold, it is likely all employees would automatically transfer to the 
purchaser under TUPE.


• Whilst the purchaser has the ability to subsequently make employees redundant, we would 
consider that a sale could provide the greatest prospect of ongoing employment for LSDL staff. 


• In the event of a compulsory liquidation, employment contracts ordinarily terminate 
automatically upon appointment. It is possible for the OR to continue employment contracts, 
however this requires employee consent and is a very complex, and relatively untested area of 
employment law. The OR would need to weigh up cost and complexity involved in continuing 
employment contracts against the likelihood of achieving a sale of business and improving the 
outcome for creditors from the liquidation. As already noted, this decision may be influenced by 
the relative scale of LDSL compared with the wider GFG business if LDSL’s insolvency was part 
of a larger group-wide insolvency which the OR was dealing with.


• In a wind down scenario, in either administration or liquidation, trade would cease and we 
would expect employees to be made redundant shortly following the insolvency appointment. A 
small number of employees would likely be retained for a short period (less than a month) to 
facilitate the ingathering and realisation of LDSL’s assets.


5.


Environ. 
Liabilities 
crystallise


Sale scenario (1, 3)


• A sale of the business and assets out of administration or liquidation would avoid the 
crystallisation of environmental liabilities at Dalzell. This is due to any purchaser carrying out 
the same operations as LSDL requiring the relevant SEPA permits used by LSDL, with ongoing 
responsibility for compliance with SEPA regulations transferring to the purchaser.  


• There is however a risk that a purchaser may not acquire the business without an indemnity in 
respect of historical environmental liabilities.  An IP is unable to provide such indemnities, 
therefore the purchaser could look to SG to provide. Until a sales process is undertaken it is not 
possible to predict the terms of any offers that may be received from interested parties.


Wind down scenario (2, 4, 5)


• In a wind down scenario, environmental liabilities will crystallise at the Dalzell site.


• As set out on page 12, in scenario 2 the administrator would likely convert the insolvency to 
compulsory liquidation in order to avoid unnecessary costs and protect the position of creditors.


• In any wind down scenario, the IP / OR has the power to disclaim onerous property and would 
disclaim the Dalzell property lease and SEPA permits, which would leave the Dalzell site in an 
ownerless state, and with likely environmental remediation requirements.


• In this scenario, we understand that SEPA has the option to remediate the land at its own cost.


• However as set out on page 13 there is a risk that the disclaimer could be challenged by SEPA. 
If any challenge was successful, the IP / OR would then be required to agree a surrender of the 
permits with SEPA, which may require the IP / OR to remediate the land at Dalzell to the 
standard required by SEPA.
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Financial implications


We anticipate that the 
exposure from providing 
working capital funding 
would be time limited as 
it is expected this would 
be repaid in full from 
asset realisations, prior 
to distribution to any 
creditors


5.


Environ. 
Liabilities 
crystallise 
(continued)


• Furthermore in scenario 2, SG may conclude that it is in the public interest for SG to fund 
environmental remediation work, and could request that the liquidator undertakes remediation 
work and surrenders the PPC permit instead of disclaiming.


• We understand that SEPA must approve a surrender application if it is satisfied that all 
appropriate measures have been taken to:


− avoid pollution risk resulting from the operation of the installation;


− return the site to a satisfactory state, taking into account the technical feasibility of the 
measures; and


− remove, control, contain or reduce any relevant hazardous substances in soil or 
groundwater so that the site, taking into account is current or approved future use, ceases 
to pose a significant risk to human health or the environment.


• We understand that a consensual sale of Clydebridge is being progressed and we assume that 
this will complete, resulting in the transfer of the Clydebridge permits and waste management 
licence, and therefore no crystallisation of liability in respect of this permit and licence for 
LDSL.


• The financial implications of the crystallisation of environmental liabilities are set out in notes 7 
– 9.


6.


W/cap 
facility


• As detailed in our report of 17 August 2021, the required working capital facility to facilitate an 
initial three week marketing process, is estimated to be in the range of £0.6m - £1.0m. We 
would recommend that this estimate is refined immediately ahead of administrators being 
appointed, to reflect up to date financial information available at that time.


• The exposure from providing the facility would be time limited, as our current analysis indicates 
that asset realisations even in a wind down scenario could be sufficient to repay this facility in 
full, prior to distribution to any creditors. However, we highlight that this is dependent upon the 
IP’s ability to access LSDL debtors as part of the insolvency estate. As set out in our previous 
reports, customer invoices are raised by Liberty Steel Distribution Limited, and not directly by 
LSDL. If an IP is not able to access these debtor balances, we would expect there to be 
insufficient asset realisations to fully repay the working capital facility.


• We also note that our current analysis is based upon historical working capital balances, and 
that if the value of LSDL’s debtors is substantially lower at the time of appointment, this would 
accordingly reduce our estimate of asset realisations and could in a worst case result in the 
working capital facility being only repaid in part.


• We understand that SE would likely provide a working capital facility if the administration 
option was pursued.
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Financial implications


An IP (and/or SEPA) 
may have recourse 
against Tata, the 
previous 
owner/operator of the 
Dalzell site in respect of 
environmental 
remediation costs. 
However litigation may 
be required if a 
contribution from Tata 
cannot be agreed 
consensually


In the event that the 
disclaimer of the PPC 
permit is contested in 
scenario 2, the 
indemnity would likely 
be called to meet legal 
costs to challenge SEPA, 
in addition to holding 
costs and any 
subsequent remediation 
that may be required


7.


Call on 
indemnity –
environ. 
Costs


• A call on the indemnity would only be anticipated in scenario 2, in the event that either the 
liquidator’s disclaimer of the LSDL PPC permit is successfully contested in Court, or 
alternatively if SG decides it is in the public interest to remediate the land and requests the IP 
to undertake remediation with funding under the indemnity.


• As explained in note 1, it is not possible to estimate the potential costs arising from 
environmental liabilities for an IP, and the resultant expected call on an indemnity at this stage.


• An IP (and/or SEPA) may have recourse against Tata, the previous owner/operator of the 
Dalzell site in respect of remediation costs, which may mitigate exposure under the indemnity 
in relation to environmental liabilities. However, LSDL in liquidation may be required to pursue 
litigation if it is not possible to reach a consensual agreement on an appropriate level of 
contribution from Tata, which in the short term could increase the call on the indemnity due to 
the need to fund litigation costs.


• The legal argument and commercial merit of pursuing this would require further consideration 
prior to taking any action in this regard.


8.


SG call on 
indemnity –
other


• In either of the private sector IP scenarios (1 or 2), it is possible there could be a call on the 
indemnity in respect of other risks (e.g. health and safety claims, litigation proceedings against 
the IP). Further examples of potential risks are provided on page 18.


• It is not possible to estimate other potential liabilities as we have no visibility on the timing, 
nature or quantum of all liabilities that may arise over the course of the appointment.


• The indemnity would only be called upon to the extent that costs of the insolvency process 
could not be met from asset realisations


Scenario 2 – potential holding and litigation costs


• As set out on page 6, disclaiming the Dalzell lease and PPC permit would be the logical action 
that any IP would take in order to avoid unnecessary cost, however this would leave the Dalzell 
site in an ownerless state, and with likely environmental remediation requirements. 


• Additional holding costs may be incurred in the following potential outcomes, which would be 
met by an indemnity to the extent that asset realisations are not sufficient to meet these costs:


− If the disclaimer of the Dalzell lease and SEPA permits is contested by SEPA at Court, 
significant legal and litigation costs would be incurred, and holding costs would be incurred 
(see below) until conclusion of the court case;


− In the event that the disclaimer was successfully overturned / disregarded at Court, 
additional holding costs would be incurred whilst remediation work was undertaken in order 
to surrender the permits to SEPA; and


− In a wind down scenario, SG may conclude that it is in the public interest for SG to fund 
environmental remediation work, and could request that the liquidator undertakes 
remediation work and surrenders the PPC permit instead of disclaiming. In this scenario, the 
full cost of the environmental remediation work, and associated holding costs to keep the 
liquidation open would be met by SG under the indemnity, to ensure that the position of 
creditors is not prejudiced.
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Notes to 
comparison of 
insolvency 
outcomes


Financial implications


Whilst an indemnity is 
not applicable in the OR 
scenarios, the OR may 
seek a contribution to a 
sales process from SG in 
scenarios 4 and 5


If SEPA successfully 
contests the OR’s 
disclaimer of the LSDL 
PPC permit, UK 
Government may seek a 
contribution from SG for 
the costs of remediating 
the land at Dalzell 


8.


SG call on 
indemnity –
other


(continued)


• Legal costs associated with representing the liquidators at Court would likely be significant


• A Court process could take several months depending on the complexity of the case and 
evidence presented.


• In the event that environmental remediation work is required, it is not possible to estimate the 
potential timescales to surrender the SEPA permits without a better understanding the scale of 
works required, from first opening dialogue with SEPA and then obtaining the results of 
environmental assessments at the Dalzell site. However, we understand that even the 
application process for surrender (once all remediation work has completed) can be lengthy, 
taking many months, and that data issues within SEPA may further impact the speed of the 
process.


• As such, it is not possible to estimate the ‘worst case’ potential holding costs in scenario 2, but 
we have presented an estimate of annual holding costs, and an extrapolation of holding costs 
for an illustrative holding period of five years:


9. 


SG other 
potential 
costs


• In scenarios 3 and 4 the OR may seek a contribution from SG to fund a sales process.


• If an IP or OR successfully disclaims the Dalzell property lease and associated PPC permit as 
part of a wind down (scenario 2, 4, 5), the property would transfer bona vacantia to the Crown 
upon dissolution of LSDL. 


• Given the onerous obligations of the property, the QLTR may choose to disclaim its rights and 
not take a Deed of Gift of the land, which would separate the Crown from any liability for 
remediation costs.


• In this case, we understand that SEPA has the option of remediating the land at its own cost.  
For the purposes of this report we have assumed that this would have no financial impact on 
SG. However we acknowledge a risk that SEPA may approach SG to provide funding support.


• If the disclaimer is successfully contested by SEPA in an OR scenario, the costs of remediation 
would fall to the UK Government under its indemnity to the OR, however we consider that the 
UK Government could approach SG for a financial contribution in this scenario.


Estimated annual holding costs


£000 Holding costs


Utilities 60                                  


Rates 360                                


Security 300                                


Insurance 75                                  


Contingency 25                                  


IP fees 50 to 100                      
Agent fees 10 to 35                         


Annual costs 880 to 955                    


Five year costs 4,400 to 4,775             


Source: Management information, Teneo analysis
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Appendices


1. Scope and basis of 
work


Scope


This report addresses part of our scope of our work 
only, as detailed in our Call Off Order dated 9 April 2021 
and Call Off Order Extension dated 27 May 2021.  The 
relevant extract of our scope of work is set out below.


Pre-insolvency contingency planning


• Further refinement of contingency plans that may be 
necessary to prepare for a potential insolvency 
appointment over LSDL; and


• Working with SG legal advisors to consider all legal 
aspects of work relating to LSDL (pre-insolvency).


The areas to be covered in this report were agreed in 
email correspondence with the Scottish Government on 
10 September 2021, as follows:


• a more detailed report/paper (as opposed to email 
note) on the scenarios around SG providing an 
indemnity (or not) to try to cover all eventualities in 
this space (as best we can anyway).


The remaining areas of our scope of work have been 
addressed in our business plan review dated 29 June 
2021, contingency planning update report dated 17 
August 2021, and will be addressed in our separate 
phase 2 deliverables and by way of oral advice 
provided.


Limitations


In carrying out our contingency planning work to date, 
which this report is a continuation of, we have relied on 
information and explanations provided to us by 
Management. The Group’s forecast and their related 
assumptions are the sole responsibility of the Group.


We have not been provided with any additional 
information from Management for the purposes of 
preparing this report and this report has not been 
reviewed by Management to confirm factual accuracy.


Access to Management and information


Our work has been performed on a desktop basis and is 
not intended as a detailed review or the operations or 
financial position of the Company.


Our contingency planning work to date, which this 
report is a continuation of, is based on discussions with 
Gordon MacRae, the Company’s CEO, and Matt Veal, the 
Company’s FD, and information provided to us by the 
Company.


The information we have used to prepare the report has 
been provided to us by the Company, or is derived from 
our own research of publicly available sources.  Our 
procedures did not include verification work or 
constitute an audit in accordance with auditing 
standards.


Estimated outcome statement and estimated 
annual holding costs


The insolvency values presented in our August 2021 CP 
Report have not been updated for the purposes of this 
report.  Insolvency values in our August 2021 CP Report 
and the estimated annual holding costs presented in 
this report are based on high level financial and other 
information. 


We have not performed any appraisal or independent 
verification of assets and liabilities or current property 
holding costs, so outcomes and estimated annual 
holding costs must be viewed as illustrative only. 
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Appendices


1. Scope and basis of 
work


Limitations (continued)


Liability


We shall not under any circumstances whatsoever be 
under any liability to any party other than The Scottish 
Government, for whatever The Scottish Government 
may or may not do in reliance on the report or any 
other information, opinions or advice given to The 
Scottish Government by us. Any further work done or 
advice given in relation to the engagement will be on 
this basis.


Post date events


This report is issued on the understanding that 
Management/ The Scottish Government has drawn our 
attention to all matters of which they are aware 
concerning the financial position of the Company which 
may have an impact on our report up to 19 October 
2021. We have no responsibility to update this report 
for events and circumstances occurring after the date of 
this report. 


COVID-19


The Services include analysing the extent of the impact 
of Coronavirus (COVID-19) on the Company’s 
operations. At the time of the Services, the situation is 
continuing to evolve, and many uncertainties remain as 
to the effect the COVID-19 crisis will have on the 
Company and the broader domestic and global 
economies. 


We rely, in part, on publicly available information, 
Company management forecasts and other information 
provided by management in relation to the effect 
COVID-19 will have on the Company.


Accordingly, it is not possible for our Work to identify 
and quantify the impact of all COVID-19 related 
uncertainties and implications. Changes to market 
conditions could substantially affect the Company and 
our Work. Unless requested, we will not update our 
Work for any subsequent information or events.
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Glossary AG Addleshaw Goddard LLP


Company /LSDL Liberty Steel Dalzell Limited


CP Contingency planning


E&W England and Wales


EOS Estimated outcome statement


GFG Gupta Family Group Alliance


H&S Health & safety


HMRC
Her Majesty’s Revenue and 
Customs


Insolvency Act Insolvency Act 1986


IP Insolvency Practitioner 


Management
Gordon MacRae and Matt Veal of 
Liberty Steel Dalzell Ltd


MEOP Market Economy Operator Principle


OR Official Receiver


PPC Pollution Prevention and Control 


QLTR
Queen’s and Lord Treasurer’s 
Remembrancer


SE Scottish Enterprise


SEPA
Scottish Environmental Protection 
Agency


SG The Scottish Government


Tata Tata Steel UK Ltd


TUPE
Transfer of Undertakings 
(Protection of Employment) 
regulations


VFM Value for money


w/cap Working capital
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All,
Further to our call yesterday, please see attached an updated draft report which incorporates
SG’s comments, where applicable. All changes have been highlighted in red text for ease of
review, and I have also attached an updated table of comments to help signpost where changes
were made.
I will send separately a version of this report which is suitable for sharing with SE – before this
goes there are a few points that I would like to clarify with 

Many thanks

 

 
 

From:  
Sent: 13 October 2021 17:56
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Hi ,
I have received the attached template hold harmless letter from AG – clearly this would need to
be tailored to this scenario before practical use, but in the meantime should hopefully provide
you with enough to start getting T&Cs reviewed internally.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Many thanks

 

 
 

From:  



Sent: 13 October 2021 10:07
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Morning ,
You’re very welcome.
Does 1pm as a start time work for you to go over the comments on the report? In terms of duration would 30
minutes cover it as it does seem there are a lot of comments to go over. We can extend the meeting beyond 30
minutes if needed.
Thanks,

From:  
Sent: 12 October 2021 19:19
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Hi 
Thanks for your time on the phone earlier.
As discussed, attached is an updated version of the comments document, which highlights
where we have made updates to our report, and the points that we would like to discuss with
you tomorrow before we process any changes.
Please let me know when you have availability tomorrow to walk through, I can be free any time
after 10.
Many thanks

 

 
 

  
Sent: 12 October 2021 14:50
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: FW: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Hi 
Have just tried to call to update you re. the AG advice, please give me a call whenever you’re free



this afternoon to discuss.
On a separate note – further to  email on Friday, we have worked through your comments
and made some amends to our report. There are a few comments that we would like to discuss
with you before making updates to the report, can you please let me know if you have
availability for a call tomorrow? I can do any time after 10am.
Happy to also flag the areas to discuss in advance of the call as well if that would be helpful.
Many thanks

 

 
 

From:  
Sent: 08 October 2021 14:26
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021
Hi 
As discussed yesterday, attached are SG’s comments, questions and clarifications in
relation to the draft  report received last week. We have collated into a table for
ease but let us know if it is not clear. Some of it will require simple amendments and other
parts may require some additional thought as to how best to incorporate what we are
ideally looking for.
I’m on leave next week but I’ve asked  to liaise with you on this to try to get the
report finalised.
Many thanks

 | Business Response and Insights Unit | Rapid Response Division |
COVID Business Resilience and Support Directorate | Scottish Government | 

From:  
Sent: 01 October 2021 18:16
To: 

Cc: 



Subject: Project Claret - DRAFT scenario analysis dated 1 October 2021

Please find attached our draft scenario analysis for Project Claret. Once you have had chance to
read through, if a call would be helpful to discuss any comments early next week then please let
me know and I would be happy to arrange.
Many thanks

 

 
 

*****************************************************************
***** 
This e-mail (and any files or other attachments transmitted with it) is intended
solely for the attention of the addressee(s). Unauthorised use, disclosure,
storage, copying or distribution of any part of this e-mail is not permitted. If you
are not the intended recipient please destroy the email, remove any copies from
your system and inform the sender immediately by return.
Communications with the Scottish Government may be monitored or recorded
in order to secure the effective operation of the system and for other lawful



purposes. The views or opinions contained within this e-mail may not necessarily
reflect those of the Scottish Government.
*****************************************************************
*****
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From:
01 April 2016 16:55

To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Liberty - Clydebridge and Dalzell 

do you have similar plans for Clydebridge, as we have appointed  to do some 
environmental survey work so they would be useful for that 
 
Thanks  
 

  
 Investment and Industries Division  

Scottish Government Economic Development Directorate  
5 Atlantic Quay  
Glasgow G2 8LU  
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From:   
Sent: 01 April 2016 15:54 
To:  

 
 

Subject: RE: Liberty - Clydebridge and Dalzell  
 
Thanks  
 
Title passing directly from Tata to Liberty would certainly be preferable and would no doubt assist 
Registers of Scotland in managing the process. We are however interested in the extent of title at 
Dalzell and wish to ensure the title boundaries are tightly drawn to exclude the adjacent 
Ravenscraig site. 
 
I can confirm that the £1 transaction cost should be used. 
 
Regards 
 

 
 

 

  
 

Scottish Government  
Room GW.03, St Andrew's House  
Edinburgh  
EH1 3DG 
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